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FLY L INQ ZIPL INE
See Las Vegas from an extraordinary 
perspective on the Strip’s only zipline. Fly 
over The LINQ Promenade at exciting 
speeds with up to 10 of your friends. Take 
your ride between 12:30-7 p.m. daily. 

THE MOB MUSEUM
Get all the dirt on infamous gangsters 
from across the U.S. at the renowned Mob 
Museum. Get an up-close look at true 
stories ripped straight from the headlines 
of mobsters like Al Capone, John Gotti 
and more!

HIGH ROLLER
When it comes to Las Vegas attractions, 
one rises to the top. Go to new heights 
aboard the High Roller at The LINQ, the 
world’s tallest observation wheel. The 
360-degree views rising 550 feet above 
the center of the Strip are the perfect  
way to capture the breathtaking views of 
Las Vegas.

EIFFEL TOWER EXPERIENCE
Inspired by France’s illuminated Eiffel 
Tower, the enhanced lighting at the Paris 
Las Vegas attraction offers a free light 
show every 30 minutes on the hour and 
half hour, from sunset to midnight.

HELICOPTER RIDES
Take your trip to an entirely different 
altitude with a ride aboard a helicopter 
with one of 10 operators. Soar high 
above the Strip and/or through the 
Grand Canyon for views that are unique, 
unforgettable and awe-inspiring.

THE FOUNTAINS OF BELLAGIO
Nothing says Vegas like the spectacular 
Fountains of Bellagio. Watch as the water  
dances alongside music and lights 
specially designed to captivate and 
mesmerize. It is the most ambitious, 
choreographically complex water feature 
ever conceived, and it’s absolutely free  
for any visitor to enjoy every day.

GONDOLA RIDES AT THE VENETIAN
Complete your trip to Vegas with a 
romantic ride down the Grand Canal at 
The Venetian. Be serenaded as you float 
beneath bridges, beside cafes and under 
balconies in an authentic gondola. 

TOPGOLF
Whether for a party, corporate event or 
nightout, Topgolf is sure to be a great time 
for everyone. Featuring an inclusive, high-
tech golf game, an outstanding food and 
beverage menu, and music.

THE STRAT HOTEL CASINO AND SKYPOD
Visit the iconic SkyPod at The STRAT and 
conquer your fears and shoot up the 
1,081-foot Big Shot and then down again. 
Then dangle from the side of the SkyPod 
from 900 feet high on Insanity. And feel 
weightless above the Las Vegas Strip on 
the X-Scream coaster. 


